
EXPERT
IN INNOVATIVE DIGITAL INSTRUCTION

(POSTGRADUATE COURSE)

¡Don’t be left  behind!
 



SUPPORTED IN PRINCIPLES OF NEURODIDACTICS AND
ACCOMPANIED BY MENTORS FOCUSED ON YOUR PARTICULAR

OBJECTIVES

   WHY THIS EXPERT?

 These POSTGRADUATE COURSE  is eminently practical and innovative due to

the way they're designed: INTERACTIVE teaching projects to help teachers

improve their digital skills and competences by taking control of technological

resources. From the hands of a team of experts with years of experience and

renown in this field, we have thought of every need for today's teacher and how

to easily acquire and apply the content of the course and take it to the

classroom, both face-to-face and virtual fluently, so that students improve their

learning skills from active methodologies
 



Course 1: Introduction to e-learning teaching scenarios
and their variants
Course 2: Teaching methodology in virtual learning
environments (EVA)
Course 3: Instructional Design Models for class planning
Management and management of the virtual classroom
Course 4: Management and handling of the virtual
classroom versus face-to-face classroom
Course 5: Role of the teacher and role of the student in
virtual teaching contexts Didactics of teaching and
programming courses in virtual environments
Course 6: Didactics of the teaching and learning process of
content in distance education.
Course 7: Technological tools and resources for teachers
and students in distance education
Course 8: The evaluation process in  online classes
Course 9: Class planning in virtual environments Practical
training
Course 10: Models of practical cases. Towards the
transformation of teaching practice

 
 
 

General training program:Scenarios and
methodologies of e-learning teaching

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

OUR CURRICULUM FOR
21st century teachers 

 
POSTGRADUATE COURSES, EXPERT, 

 

Certified by UDIMA
(ONLINE UNIVERSITY OF MADRID) 

24 credits (European)
 

HOMOLOGATED CREDITS IN
INTERNATIONAL EVALUATION

AGENCIES
 
 
 

CONNECT WITH NEW
GENERATIONS OF STUDENTS



  NEW EDUCATIONAL SCENARIOS (CBT SYSTEMS; E-LEARNING SYSTEMS)
  DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CMS, LMS,  LCMS AND EVA (  E-LEARNING)
  LEARNING PLATFORMS. HOW TO SET UP AND MANAGE COURSES
   USE OF MOBILE DEVICES TO TEACH COURSES.  THE MOBILE-LEARNING 
 AS  METHODOLOGICAL DEMOCRATIC TOOL 

 DIFFERENT METHODOLOGIES TO BRING TO THE VIRTUAL CLASSROOM
(PBL,  ETC.)
DIFFERENCES IN VIRTUAL TEACHING BY EDUCATIONAL LEVELS
DEVELOPMENT OF CLIL/“AICLE” METHODOLOGY IN VIRTUAL CONTEXTS
GAMIFICATION. CREATION OF LEARNING STRATEGIES

UNIVERSAL LEARNING DESIGN (DUA)
THE INVERTED CLASS

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TECHNOLOGICAL CLASSROOM
 HOW TO MAKE EFFECTIVE VIDEO-TUTORIALS
TEACHER-STUDENT COMMUNICATION TECHNIQUES AND STRATEGIES
(EMAILS,  CHATS,  FORUMS, TUTORIALS,  ETC.)
 USE OF LANGUAGE AND INTERACTION TECHNIQUES
ROLE OF THE TEACHER BEFORE,  DURING AND AFTER   THE VIRTUAL CLASS
DEVELOPMENT OF COOPERATIVE AND COLLABORATIVE LEARNING

DESCRIPTION OF THE SYLLABUS:

COURSE  1 : INTRODUCTION TO E-LEARNING TEACHING SCENARIOS
  DIGITALAND DIMENSIONS IN ICT TRAINING FOR TEACHERS

 
 COURSE 2:  TEACHING METHODOLOGY IN VIRTUAL LEARNING ENVIRONMENTS
(VLE)

 
COURSE 3:  INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN MODELS FOR CLASS PLANNING

COURSE 4:  MANAGEMENT AND HANDLING OF THE VIRTUAL CLASSROOM
VERSUS CLASSROOM
 

COACHING FOR TEACHERS OF THE DIGITAL AGE
LEADERSHIP STRATEGIES IN VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS
RULER APPROACH
TREATMENT OF EMOTION AND THE AFFECTIVE AND EFFECTIVE DIMENSION IN
VIRTUAL SPACES:  EMOTECHNOLOGY
 IDENTITY AND ROLE OF THE STUDENT IN DISTANCE LEARNING
 TECHNIQUES FOR CONFLICT RESOLUTION IN THE VIRTUAL CLASSROOM

TPACK: BASIS OF EFFECTIVE TEACHING WITH TECHNOLOGY
EDUCATIONAL STRATEGIES FOR THE PRESENTATION AND PRACTICE OF CONTENT
 AUGMENTED REALITY AND VIRTUAL REALITY FOR THE CREATION AND PRACTICE
OF CONTENT
 EXPLOITATION OF COMMUNICATION SKILLS IN ONLINE CLASS
 TEACHING ASPECTS TO DIFFERENT TYPES OF STUDENTS (AGE,  COURSE,CENTER,
STUDIES,  ETC.

 EDUCATIONAL SOCIAL NETWORKS, HOW TO USE THEM EFFECTIVELY
 TOOLS STORAGE,  EXCHANGE, DISTRIBUTION AND SHARING
GOOGLE TOOLS FOR WORKING FILES IN REATIMEL
  DIGITAL INSTRUMENTS FOR PRODUCING MATERIALS

VIRTUAL EDUCATIONAL E-PORTFOLIOS AS A TEACHING TOOL
 HOW TO PREPARE RUBRICS FOR EVALUATION
 TOOLS FOR EVALUATING STUDENTS IN THE VIRTUAL CLASSROOM
 

PLANNING ELEMENTS WHEN STRUCTURING A VIRTUAL CLASS
 ADAPTATION OF LESSON PLANS TO VIRTUAL PLATFORMS
 FROM PLANNING TO EXECUTION

COURSE 5:  TEACHER AND STUDENT IN DISTANCE LEARNING CONTEXTS

 
COURSE 6:  DIDACTICS OF THE TEACHING AND LEARNING PROCESS OF CONTENT IN
REMOTE LEARNING SETTINGS

 COURSE 7:  TECHNOLOGICAL TOOLS AND RESOURCES FOR TEACHERS AND
STUDENTS

COURSE 8:  THE EVALUATION PROCESS IN DISTANCE EDUCATION

COURSE  9:  CLASS PLANNING IN VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS

 
COURSE 10:  MODELS OF PRACTICAL CASES. TOWARDS THE TRANSFORMATION OF
TEACHING PRACTICE



Watch the video and learn about the
development and methodology of the course! !

 



 Evaluation System
CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT

Student participation and
involvement in the course
Assignments, projects and cases
during the development of the
modules
Test after each course/ modules

1.

2.

3.

 
PRACTICUM 

Practicums will be done
virtually or in person

30% OF THE GRADE 70% OF THE GRADE



Theoretical study of the subject based on practical cases

Completion of group and individual tasks

Study of real cases, simulations

Virtual classes taught by the course teachers

Articles and complementary links to the study topic

Assessment at the end of each course

 
The teaching of the EXPERT,  Postgraduate Courses,  is carried out by

teachers specialized in the subject and in the teaching strategies associated
with technology.

 



 General Objective
 
 

Train our teachers in the use of specific technological and digital

resources so that they can be brought to the classroom in a practical

way and for a  positive and effective service of learning

 

That all teachers feel able to use technology making it easy and

motivating

 
 
 

 Build an effective and affective learning teaching experience, working
in a real and meaningful way where the teacher or future teacher has

an active and interactive role throughout the course process,
LEARNING THROUGH EXPERIENCE entails teaching in virtual

environments.

•    Promote technological innovation in educational centers from
qualified teachers to introduce changes in the teaching-learning
processes

•    Promote the use of open educational resources

•    Discover the advantages offered by the e-learning model and
know what it can provide the use of ICT in the classroom and how
to work them without stress

Understand that  School, in the middle of the
digital society, must use and adapt informal learning to make it
closer to the students.

·
Personalize the educational process through the creation and
development of your own Personal Learning Environment (PLE)

·
Promote equal opportunities in access to education through the
Universal Design of Learning, DUA, in English (UDL),

Develop key competences of teachers in this context of

Promote the collaborative and cooperative work of  active
methodologies and digital environments, creating associative
networks and developing social and emotional skills in students

Promote autonomous learning and self-assessment 

Be aware of the importance of transforming the learning and
teaching process incorporating active methodologies.

digital teaching-learning to know how to safely operate at different
educational levels, primary, secondary and other higher educational
training

 

 

  BECAUSE WE WANT TO HELP
YOU TO:

Overcome limitations and reflect on
beliefs regarding the use of
technology as a means of teaching,
approaching it in a simple way
and making you aware that you
"are capable" of using it without
suffering technological stress.

Do the unthinkable
 

you are capable of doing it!
 



 

Learn to design project-based class schedules including active methodologies, digital content and open
educational resources (OER).   

Integrate content related to awareness, risks and norms in class programs for responsible behavior in
environments online, as well as intellectual property and copyright rules, when digital content is used,
recombined or created. 

Use flexible and motivating teaching strategies facilitated by ICTs taking into account the diversity, creativity
and interests of students

Analyze the advantages of the use of ICT in the classroom  

Acquire strategies to cope with the affective / emotional , repercussions that can be generated in this type of
teaching environment by the teacher and the student

 Acquire the necessary knowledge and skills of the use of technological materials and resources to carry them 
 effectively and efficiently  in the classroom.

Specific objectives

of the course 



Conferences-workshops and interviews with professors and experts in the different subjects to delve into some
content and to develop the strategies and skills involved in good practice in virtual environments   

Class observations delivered virtually

Virtual meetings between teachers to exchange experiences and ideas   

The course will offer:   

  

Networking with other teachers involved in online teaching·    Students' participation and involvement will be sought
at all times so that learning is active



LISA SCUOLA

Lisa Scola has a B.A. degree in K-12 Spanish

Education from Illinois State University as well as a

M.A. in Teaching Spanish Language and Hispanic

Culture from the University of Alcalá de Henares

Madrid, Spain. Her research spand the

development of communicative skills through the

use of mobile learning applications in the foreign

language classroom. She has been teaching High

School Spanish for seven years and thrives on

relationship building with her students. Throughout

her teaching years, Lisa has created curriculum for

and directed a high school English Language

Learning Program. She has also presented and

participated in national conferences and events

on the importance of fostering literacy skills in the

foreign language classroom. Her use of

instructional technology plays a large role in

meeting the needs and interests of the new

generation of students for overall academic

success.

FRANCISCO USERO

 

Francisco Usero Gonzalez has several B.A.

degrees in Education as well as M.Eds in

Hispanic and English studies. As a doctoral

candidate in curriculum and instruction at

University of Houston, his research interest

surrounds bilingual education and the

different models and programs at all levels.

He is particularly interested in examining

culturally and linguistically responsive

approaches to help Latinx bilingual students’

education and development and the

influence of socio-cultural factors on the

family engagement in diverse school

communities through the innovative use of

Instructional Technology. Through his

scientific training and teaching experience -

national and internationally- he increased

his knowledge and experience surrounding

bi-literacy program design and

implementation and world languages. Mr.

Usero González has participated in national

and international educational conferences

and published several papers on

international educational journals.

Teachers

ARNOLDO GONZÁLEZ

With more than 20 years of experience

teaching foreign languages   (English and

Spanish) at high-school and professional-

university levels, he has been able to adapt

to new technological trends to implement

different types of strategies for the

academic success of his students.

Throughout all these years, he has been able

to expand his professional knowledge and

skills with master's and postgraduate studies

in the United States, Mexico and Spain. In

recent years he has dedicated himself to

vocational training for teachers and other

educational professionals in matters of

foreign languages   and technology.

MIGUEL MARTÍNEZ

Miguel Martinez is a mentor and

educator with 22 years of experience.

He works for the Houston Independent

School District. He currently oversees

the implementation of the Dual

Language Program in his campus. He

has a master’s and postgraduate

studies from Mexico, Spain and United

States. His main focuses are to have

an active role as a member of the 

Language Proficiency Assessment

Committee, who makes decisions on

the participation of English Learners in

State Assessments, and 

representative of the Title III Grant,

that helps ensure that English Learners

attain English language proficiency

and meet state academic standards.



 

The appropriate techniques and resources will be applied to   

put into practice the content that is learned in the classroom,

and promoting responsibility and work from autonomy and

cooperation.

Virtual classes will be available in each one of the modules

taught by expert teachers in the subject, as well as lectures to

reinforce and / or expand specific content of the program.

Teachers will be interviewed to learn about their real

experience, difficulties and solutions.  Reflect on relevant

methodological aspects on technological innovations in

spaces intended for debate and the professional enrichment

of the teacher.
 
 
 
 

 

In addition, as a student, you will have
exclusive access to our creative space
with many  complementary learning

options to your course!
F I N D  O U T

 

CREATIVE SPACE EXCLUSIVE
FOR YOU:  

 
 YOU CAN ENJOY NUMEROUS EVENTS,

WORKSHOPS, CONFERENCES, RESOURCES,
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES,  ETC. FREE OF CHARGE

THROUGHOUT THE DURATION OF THE COURSE
 

TO ACHIEVE THIS ACTIVE LEARNING IN THE
COURSE:



RECIPIENTS AND PROFESSIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES

¡YOU!

TEACHERS OR FUTURE TEACHERS OF ANY SUBJECT AND EDUCATIONAL LEVEL

TEACHERS OR FUTURE TEACHERS OF  FOREIGN LANGUAGES WHO WANT OR GO TO WORK
IN ONLINE SETTING

ANY PROFESSIONAL WHO NEEDS OR REQUIRES TRAINING IN THIS FIELD OF TEACHING

These Postgraduate Courses  are aimed at any teacher who wants to train in online teaching
as well as:

 

HOLDS AN UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE FROM A COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY.  
IS A NATIVE ENGLISH SPEAKER OR HAS ENGLISH CERTIFICATION OF
LEVEL B2 OR HIGHER. 

REQUIREMENTS: 



           COLLABORATING CENTER OF THE ONLINE  UNIVERSITY OF MADRID

Prices and payment methods

 The total fee includes the training (personalized mentoring, academic
management, etc.) as well as materials and access to our creative space.
 
There are no administrative expenses  or  enrollment management.

There are other administrative  items  such as Certificates issued to the
university, duplicates ... the cost of which will always be communicated
to the student at the time they request the service.

 24 ECTS
(EUROPEAN CREDITS)  

1920 €
  

ENROLLMENT DEADLINE,  START DATES AND DURATION OF COURSES.
 

-JANUARY 18TH -  JULY 15TH( 2021)

-APRIL 12TH -  OCTUBRE 19TH (2021)

-SEPTEMBER 18TH (2021)-MARCH 18TH (2022)

DURATION: 6 MONTHS (3 EDITIONS PER YEAR)

TTHE EXPENSES FROM THE CURRENCY CONVERSION WILL BE PAID BY THE STUDENT WHEN THEY PAY FOR THEIR COURSE.  
I IN THE EVENT OF A REFUND, STUDENTS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE COST OF COMMISSION THAT ARISES FROM THE USE OF THE PAYMENT PLATFORMS AND THE
CURRENCY CONVERSION.

Si necesitas financiar tu pago escríbenos a info@exdintra.com,
indicando tus nombres y apellidos y el país de residencia y te

explicamos cómo hacerlo



CONTACT  US
FOR  MORE INFORMATION

   E-MAIL  
    info@exdintra.com

   NÚMERO DE TELÉFONO
(+0034) 650909336 ( SPAIN)
 + 17132693155 (EEUU)

www.exdintra.com

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE OF
INTELLIGENT AND INNOVATIVE

TRAINING
 


